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a secure
foundation

eBusiNessfor

T H E  VA L U E  O F  A  F U L L  S E RV I C E

D I R E C TO RY

A full service directory such as Novell¨ eDirectoryª,

lets you migrate information stored in multiple

directories and databases into a single, centralized

ebusiness directory. This integration greatly

simplifies the access and management of

information. As a result, eDirectory reduces IT

staffing requirements and the overall cost of

network ownership.

eDirectory streamlines the access and

management of your companyÕs applications,

systems, and services through:

¥ Common user identities;

¥ A single credential repository; and

¥ A common management platform

Common Identities

Many standard network services (such as e-mail)

require each user to have a login name and

password that uniquely identifies the user to the

service. Unfortunately, very few of these network

services let users have a common identity across

multiple services. The result is that every user

must maintain a separate identity for every

network service that requires authentication. 

The Internet and the World Wide Web have

exacerbated this situation; users must identify 

and re-identify themselves for almost every Web

service that they consume. In addition, Web

directories usually do not provide a way to give

users their name of choice if there are multiple

users with a common name. These systems

relegate John and Bob to choosing user names

such as John32 and Bob16.

eDirectory directly addresses the exponential

growth of user identities by making a userÕs

personal identity ubiquitously available to a

myriad of systems. This availability significantly

reduces the number of identities that each user

must remember, making it easier for the user to

access information needed to get his or her job

The complexities of todayÕs network environments drive organizations to implement a

myriad of directories to identify users across multiple operating systems, mission-critical

applications, network resources, web services, intranet services, and extranet services. 

As your organization implements an increasing number of these disparate directories,

it becomes difficult for you to effectively control, manage, and access company infor-

mation. This leads to excessive management costs, loss of user productivity, and the

possibility of inconsistent data. 

Novell eDirectory v8.6 

is a full-service, platform-

independent directory

that establishes a secure

foundation for ebusiness.

With eDirectory, you can

manage resources and

relationships across the

enterprise, the Internet, and

extranets while leveraging

existing technology

investments. eDirectory

provides an infrastructure

that facilitates next-

generation Web-enabled

Internet services and

applications, meeting the

needs of your business 

today and in the future. 
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done. Reducing the number of user identities also

reduces the amount of time and IT resources

required to maintain directories. 

Single Credential Repository

eDirectory provides a secure central repository for

user identity and credential information through an

embedded component called Novell SecretStoreª.

Using SecretStore, an administrator can securely

store the various identities and passwords (called

ÒsecretsÓ) for a user in eDirectory under one

common, reusable identity. When a user accesses

a system that requires a stored identity, an add-on

solution, called Novell Single Sign-On, retrieves

the appropriate secrets from eDirectory and

transparently authenticates the user. 

Even though multiple usernames and passwords

may exist, SecretStoreÕs ability to store and access

multiple credentials means that a user has to

remember only one user name and password in

order to access multiple systems.

A single credential repository also enhances

security. ThatÕs because the lack of a such a

repository may tempt a user to create identical

identities for all systems. If an unauthorized user

discovers that one username and password, then

security on all systems is compromised. A single

credential repository lets an organization store

different credentials for different services. As a

result, even if an unauthorized user discovers one

of the stored credentials, the remaining

credentials will be safe. 

Common Management Platform

eDirectory provides a common management

platform for all of your internal enterprise

resources as well as your Internet resources.

eDirectory lets you centrally manage resources 

and services on a variety of different operating

systems (Windows* 2000 / NT, UNIX*, Linux* and

NetWare¨); on a variety of Web servers (Apache,

iPlanet* and IIS); and on a variety of enterprise

applications (PeopleSoft*, SAP*, BAAN, Oracle*). 

In addition, you can manage these devices and

services with a wide range of tools and protocols,

such as the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

(LDAP) or the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 

Bringing all services and devices under a single

management umbrella lets you manage your

entire network from a single administration point,

rather than relying on multiple management tools

and databases.

eDirectory also supports policy-based manage-

ment of your network. This lets you institute varied

access levels for users of applications, devices, and

services on your network. This results in efficient

use of company resources, better security controls

over those resources, and improved load balancing

of network services. 

D ATA B A S E S  V E R S U S  D I R E C TO R I E S

Although a directory is, in fact, a special type 

of database, it differs from a typical relational

database. Relational databases, such as those from

Oracle and Microsoft, are used to house large

repositories of relational data. These databases

provide very specific data mining functions and

tend to support only local replication. By contrast,

a full service directory such as eDirectory, has the

following characteristics:



identity information with other company

directories. For example, when a company 

hires a new employee, administrators enter the

personÕs information in each company database.

The company ends up with multiple entries in

multiple databases that all reference a single user. 

In contrast, a multiple-purpose directory, 

such as eDirectory, serves as a single point of

lookup for identities spread throughout multiple

special-purpose directories. With eDirectory 

an administrator only needs to enter user

identity information once, and that information

is provided to other directories throughout 

the organization.

N O V E L L  e D I R E C TO RY  A R C H I T E C T U R E

For more than 8 years, eDirectory has proven to

be the most secure, manageable, and scalable

directory service available. Originally based on the

X.500 standard, eDirectory incorporates many of

the original requirements described in the 1988

X.500 specification. 

The eDirectory architecture consists of two

major components:

¥ Directory Service Agents (DSAs). These

agents are the main server component of

eDirectory. DSAs hold directory information,

schema information, server keys, replication

information, and directory data. Applications

and services can access eDirectory DSAs using

several protocols including industry standard

protocols, such as LDAP, and NovellÕs

proprietary directory access protocol, the

Novell Directory Access Protocol (NDAP).
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¥ Globally replicated;

¥ Partitioned;

¥ Hierarchical;

¥ Object-oriented;

¥ Smaller object size; and

¥ Relationships to other objects can be

established

As a result, some deployments of directories

integrate with established databases. In this case,

companies use a directory to house identities

(such as usernames and group objects), which then

reference a traditional relational database. 

Although many databases can and are used to

host identities, directories tend to support this

function more efficiently. TodayÕs large Content

Distribution Networks (CDN) are an example of

this. For access speed and fault-tolerance, CDNs

typically replicate content in two or more locations.

As a result, a geographically distributed identity

becomes even more important. Since most portals

and Application Service Providers are not in the

identity business, they leverage the capability to

access a directory through common protocols,

such as LDAP. 

S P E C I A L - P U R P O S E  A N D  

M U LT I - P U R P O S E  D I R E C TO R I E S

Organizations have used special-purpose directories

for some time. For example, an e-mail address

book is a directory of e-mail users. The human

resources database is a directory of employees.

The payroll database is a directory of payroll

information, and the list goes on. 

While each directory within an organization

has a special function, it generally does not share
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¥ Directory client. This is an optional

component built into the Novell client software.

The directory client lets Novell products, such

as ZENworks¨, access eDirectory via NDAP. 

The Data Planes of eDirectory

eDirectory has three separate planes that best

describe its architectureÑthe logical plane, the

physical plane, and the schema plane. Each plane

serves a different aspect of the overall directory.

¥ The physical plane describes how an

organization has physically distributed and

replicated the directory database. You can

configure your eDirectory tree as one large

repository or you can divide it into two or more

repositories, called partitions. Each partition

can have one or more copies, called replicas. 

¥ The logical plane is what an administrators

sees when he or she uses eDirectory manage-

ment tools, such as ConsoleOne¨ or NWAdmin.

It is also what a user sees through an LDAP

search or through a directory-aware application.

No matter how you distribute or replicate the

directory database, you always view, access,

and manage your directory tree as a single

logical directory.

¥ The schema plane describes the types of

objects that eDirectory can hold, the type of

attributes (data) stored on objects, how the

attributes are replicated, and the size and

type of data (strings or number). eDirectory

incorporates rigid schema checking

mechanisms that prevent schema violations.

For example, eDirectory does not let

administrators store alphanumeric data in a

numeric-only attribute. 

eDirectory Objects

eDirectory can hold a wide variety of objects

representing devices and resources on your network.

These objects represent users, groups, printers,

databases, applications, file servers, and so on.

You can also create new objects, such as fax

servers, laptops, and routers, by extending the

eDirectory schema. When you extend the

eDirectory schema, you modify it to allow for the

new type of object and the type of data it will

hold. Although there are many objects defined in

the base eDirectory schema, many applications

and services have a specific need to extend the

schema in order to integrate with eDirectory.

Applications or services can extend the eDirectory

schema during their installation routine or

administrators can accomplish this task manually

using tools provided with eDirectory.

There are two classifications of eDirectory

objects, Container Objects and Leaf Objects.

¥ Leaf Objects are objects that represent

users and network resources, such as servers,

printers, routers, and the like. A leaf object

cannot contain another object. In addition, 

a leaf object cannot be the sole object 

in a partition. 

¥ Container objects, as their name implies,

can contain other objects, including leaf

objects and other container objects. By placing

containers within containers, you can create
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a hierarchy of objects that simplifies

managing access to those objects. A container

object is the smallest unit of partitioning 

and replication.

e D I R E C TO RY  T E C H N O L O G Y  D R I V E R S

Although there are many directories available on

the market, few provide the functionality of a 

full service directory. A full service directory is 

a multi-purpose directory that is not dedicated 

to a single application or product. A full service

directory is also a directory that provides:

¥ Storage. Giving you the ability to partition

and replicate information in the database.

¥ Relationship management. Allowing you to link

together people, network devices, network

applications, and information on your network. 

¥ Discovery. Enabling you to browse, search,

and retrieve specific information from the

directory. 

¥ Security. Allowing you to control access to 

all information stored in the directory. 

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a full

service directory.

Novell eDirectory

Figure 1—The Full Service

Directory Model 

eDirectory fulfills all of the requirements 

of a full service directory by implementing the

following characteristics: 

¥ Distributed; 

¥ Replicated;

¥ Virtual replica support;

¥ Aware of transactions;

¥ Unbreakable reference and resolve;

¥ Accessibility; 

¥ Scalability;

¥ Security;

¥ Cross-platform support; and

¥ Meta-directory services support
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Distributed

A key feature of the storage component of a 

full service directory is segmentationÑthe ability 

to divide the directory database into small,

manageable pieces. eDirectory fulfills this

requirement by allowing you to break the directory

database into segments called partitions. You can

then distribute these partitions across the network.

With eDirectory partitioning, you have the flexibility

to distribute the directory globally on a wide scale

or simply have one or two partitions. 

You can store eDirectory partitions on any

server that holds a Directory Service Agent (DSA).

When you install eDirectory on a server, the

installation process will automatically install a

DSA on that server. Each DSA communicates with

all other DSAs in a tree to keep data and schema

synchronized and service all eDirectory requests

and functions.

Placing Data Close to the User

As a distributed directory, eDirectory lets you

place directory data close to the users who 

rely on it. To fully understand the value of this

capability, consider a corporate enterprise.

People in an enterprise tend to be distributed 

on a large scale. A company employing thousands

of people will not usually place all of these

individuals in a single building. The employees of

the company tend to be geographically located

(distributed) based on the location of customers.

This gives the employees easy access to customers

and helps the employees to provide better

customer service. 

Likewise, the directory providing access to an

organizationÕs resources and services should be

distributed so that directory data is easy to access

and use. eDirectory is the only directory service

that lets you intelligently distribute data across

your network in this manner. With eDirectory, 

you can divide a large tree containing potentially

thousands of users and resources, into smaller

more manageable partitions. You can then store

those partitions where the users need it mostÑ

namely, where they work and live. 

eDirectory partitions can be as small as just a

few objects or as large as thousands of users and

network resources. 

Fast, Easy Access

When an organization distributes directory 

data based on user locations, a key advantage is,

for example, that someone living in Bangkok has

his or her user data hosted on a directory server

in Bangkok; not a corporate server a continent

away. When that user logs in, the user connects

to a local server to obtain the necessary login

data. This results in fast, easy access to directory

data. If the user data were not stored in a local

partition, eDirectory would have to send the

data over potentially slow and unreliable 

WAN links. 

Many competing directory solutions are not

distributed, meaning that all of the directory

objects are hosted on a single server. In this

environment, the Bangkok user from our example

above would have to connect to a server across

slow, unreliable WAN links just to log in. 
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Replicated

Another key characteristic of the storage

component of a full service directory is the

survivability and accessibility of directory data.

eDirectory delivers this survivability and

accessibility though replication. Replication is 

the process of placing copies of eDirectory

partitions (known as replicas) on DSAs in 

multiple, geographical locations. 

You can place an eDirectory replica on any 

DSA anywhere in your network. Each DSA can

store multiple partition replicas. You can also

copy replicas to a DSA while the system is in

operation and without the need for system restarts.

DSAs maintain the integrity of directory data by

communicating with other DSAs. DSAs synchronize

any data changes that occur in one instance of a

replica to all other instances of that replica. When

you make a change to a directory object, the DSAs

only synchronize the changed portion of the object,

not the entire object. This feature, known as

delta replication, minimizes the amount of network

bandwidth eDirectory replication requires. 

Survivability and Accessibility of Data

eDirectory replication serves two important

purposesÑfault tolerance (survivability) and

simplified network access (accessibility). By

replicating eDirectory partitions to multiple

servers across your enterprise, you add a level 

of fault tolerance that lets eDirectory remain

available in the event of a server, WAN link, or

other type of network failure. Replication also

simplifies network access by placing directory

data close to the users who use it. 

For example, consider a mobile user. When a

mobile user accesses the network, that user

should be able to authenticate to the network

using a local replica. In our earlier example,

storing the Bangkok userÕs directory data on a

local directory server expedited the userÕs access

to the network. However, what happens when this

same user travels to corporate headquarters in

New York? The user must now access object data

across a slow WAN link to Bangkok. Organizations

can avoid this problem by placing a replica of the

Bangkok partition on a server at the corporate

headquarters. This way, when the Bangkok user 

is working from the corporate headquarters, 

the user accesses his object data from a local

copy of the Bangkok partition. 

Multi-master Replication

eDirectory also supports multi-master replication.

Multi-master replication is the ability to create

multiple replicas of the directory database and

administer the directory from any replica. This is

one of the most difficult technologies to implement

in a directory service because all changes from

multiple replicas must be reconciled with other

copies of the directory partition. 

eDirectory supports full multi-master

replication using sophisticated technology. 

For example, one administrator can make changes

to an object while halfway around the world

another administrator can make changes to the

same object in a different replica. eDirectory will

properly reconcile those changes down to the

attribute level.
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The eDirectory Advantage

eDirectory stands alone in its capability to

segment data (partitioning) and to safely and

securely replicate directory data. Some competing

directory solutions support limited replication by

letting you store one copy of the data on one

other server. The competing directories that do

let you store replicas on multiple servers (such as

MicrosoftÕs Active Directory*) discourage you from

managing data at more than one location because

of the possibility of data loss or corruption.

Specifically if two administrators at different

domain controllers change an object, the entire

object will be replicated, but only the last 

saved action will make its way to the database.

ThatÕs why Microsoft suggests that a centralized

administrator at a single domain controller make

group membership updates.

Virtual Replica Support 
(sparse or fractional replicas)

As directory use becomes pervasive at an

organization, it is important to have technologies,

such as distribution and replication, in the

directory. However, often times it is not necessary

to have all data for a large directory at all

locations worldwide. Yet, there are also times

when having a subset of a directory available

could be very useful. 

eDirectoryÕs virtual replica feature extends 

the partitioning and replicating capabilities of

eDirectory by letting organizations decide exactly

how much directory data is distributed and

replicated. With virtual replicas, you can distribute

replica data on a very granular basis. This lets you

strategically place replicas that contain subsets 

of data in the directory. 

For example, instead of replicating an entire

data set for user objects (name, e-mail address,

home address, phone number, etc.), a virtual

replica can hold a subset of that data; perhaps

just the name and e-mail address of user objects.

You can then use this virtual replica (also called 

a sparse or fractional replica) as a globally

replicated e-mail address book. The replica only

replicates a subset of data, thereby reducing

replication traffic and storage requirements.

Digital Airlines Example

For example, assume that Digital Airlines 

(a fictitious company) has implemented

eDirectory on each of its airplanes to let flight

crew members e-mail critical information to

ground operations, maintenance, or customer

service operations while in flight. Each aircraft

carries a server that holds a replica containing 

the network identities for the Digital Airlines

employees that commonly fly on that aircraft. 

When the plane is on the ground, any Digital

Airlines employee can find anyone else in the full

Digital Airlines directory because the aircraft is

connected to the global network. When airborne,

however, that connectivity is not available. 

It is highly impractical to store all user 

objects for all Digital Airlines employees on 

every airplane. However, it is feasible to 

store a subset of all of the objects, such as 

the name and e-mail address of each 

employee, on each aircraft. NovellÕs eDirectory

provides this capability with virtual replicas.
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Virtual replicas let you define how much of an

eDirectory tree should be replicated into a subset

of data as well as which parts of each object to

replicate. As a result, storage requirements that,

in our example, could have hit the terabyte

range, end up taking a fraction of that amount. 

At the same time, in-flight airline employees can

still pursue what may have taken terabytes to

store per airplane, only takes a fraction of that,

while still allowing offline directory searches of

user names and e-mail addresses. 

Aware of Transactions (Persistence)

A full service directory must ensure that the data

it stores is secure and protected against data

corruption and hardware failure. This is a trait

known as persistence. 

When you make a change to a partition replica,

eDirectory persistently ensures transactional

integrity through logging mechanisms. In the event

that a transaction does not complete because of

data corruption or hardware failure, eDirectory

uses transaction logs to roll back or roll forward

the object to ensure data integrity.

For example, assume your organization has

deployed a globally distributed eDirectory tree

with multiple replicas. Now, assume that an

eDirectory-aware application, such as NovellÕs 

NDS¨ for NT, needs to access and process data

maintained about a user. NDS for NT must write

several attributes to a user object to properly

represent the user in an NT domain. When the

application writes the data to one eDirectory

replica, eDirectory ensures that the same

attribute changes will be written to all replicas 

or the change wonÕt occur in any replicas. Thus, 

if eDirectory only transmits five of six data

elements, none of the elements will show up 

in any remote replicas. 

When you change data in a partition,

eDirectory will ensure that it replicates the

update in its entirety to all other replicas. 

This means that you can confidently place data in

eDirectory knowing that the data will be present

at all locations where you intend for it to reside. 

Unbreakable Reference and Resolve

Another strong requirement of a full service

directory that eDirectory meets, is the ability 

to create and maintain relationships between

different objects in the directory. Relationships

are the linking that exists between related objects

in the tree. For example, when you make a user a

member of a group, eDirectory established a link

between the two objects. The challenge that a

full service directory must address is maintaining

these critical relationships when you make

changes to the directory tree. 

eDirectory maintains unbreakable references

between linked objects and ensures that the

objects can be resolved in the event that one of

the objects changes. eDirectory does this through

a special linking attribute that joins two objects

together. If either of the objects in a relationship

changes, eDirectory uses this attribute to

automatically update the references. 

For example, consider the Digital Airlines

eDirectory tree shown in Figure 2. 
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User Fred.SLC.AM.Airports.DigitalAirlines 

is a member of the group Pilots.Flight.Corp.

DigitalAirlines. Assume that Digital Airlines

transfers Fred to Atlanta and moves his user

object to ATL.AM.Airports.DigitalAirlines. 

To maintain the relationship between Fred and

Pilots, eDirectory automatically updates the

linking attribute of the Pilots Group to reference

FredÕs new location. 

Automatic Relationship Management

As illustrated in the Digital Airlines example,

eDirectory automatically reconciles relationships

whenever you make changes to your directory

tree. Many competing directories make object

relationship management a function of the

administrator. By removing this burden from 

the administrator, eDirectory makes administration

easier and less time consuming. eDirectory,

therefore, improves the reliability of directory

information. 

Accessibility

An important capability of a full service directory

is that of providing flexible access to directory

information. Accessibility is part of the discovery

component of a full service directory. Discovery is

the ability to search for, retrieve, and update

directory information. 

NovellÕs eDirectory natively supports LDAP, 

a widely used directory access standard. Many

directory-aware applications, including NovellÕs

emerging Net Services solutions, use LDAP for

directory access. Users can also access eDirectory

via a proprietary protocol called the Novell

Directory Access Protocol (NDAP).

Figure 2—The Digital

Airlines eDirectory Tree
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Although LDAP is a predominant standard for

directory access, Novell supports numerous other

access protocols and APIÕs, including: 

¥ NetWare Core Protocolª;

¥ NDS-API;

¥ MicrosoftÕs proprietary application

programming interface, Active Directory

Services Interface (ADSI);

¥ Open Database Connectivity (ODBC);

¥ RADIUS;

¥ HTTP (via web servers);

¥ WebDAV;

¥ XML (via DirXMLª);

¥ JNDI (Java* Naming and Directory Interface);

¥ JDBC;

¥ DHCP/BOOTP;

¥ DNS; 

¥ Directory System Protocol (DSP);

¥ Directory Access Protocol (DAP); and

¥ Directory Information Shadowing Protocol

(DISP);

Because eDirectory is accessible via multiple

APIs and protocols, developers can confidently

write directory-integrated applications using the

API and access method of choice. 

Since many competing directories, such as

those from iPlanet and Oracle, only support

LDAP, eDirectory can replace or augment these

other directories. eDirectory allows an

unmodified directory application to run while

simultaneously adding all the other benefits of 

a true full service directory. 

Scalability

As a full service directory becomes strategic 

in an organization, it must be able to scale 

to efficiently support the size, management,

distribution, and accessibility of the directory. 

Novell has demonstrated eDirectory scaling 

to more than a billion objects across multiple

platforms, without performance degradation.

You may ask: Why a billion objects? How many

organizations have a billion users or resources 

on their network? The demonstration shows 

that not only is eDirectory a superb enterprise

directory, it is also a superb Internet-facing

directoryÑone capable of supporting users 

and objects in the largest ebusiness networks. 

CNN is an example of such a network. 

CNN uses eDirectory as the Internet-facing

personal customization component for several 

of its sites. When users access a CNN site, 

their user accounts in eDirectory automatically

customizes the user experience. Currently CNN

manages 10 million user identities with 

Novell eDirectory.

How eDirectory Scales

Novell achieves this scalability with eDirectory 

by using a very fast, customized data store that

optimizes reads and also relies on default and

custom indices. This lets eDirectory keep data 

in cache to optimize directory performance. 

This combination of data-store and indexing 

lets eDirectory maintain the same performance

levels whether supporting 1,000 objects or a

billion objects.
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Customizing Indexes 

eDirectory supports pre-defined indexes shipped

with eDirectory and user-definable indexes. 

The user-definable indexes provide a way to

flexibly define custom attributes and flag them for

indexing. For example, if you extend the eDirectory

schema to support a new attribute (such as Tax ID),

then you can tag the new attribute for indexing,

thereby reducing the lookup and search time for

that attribute by an order of magnitude.

Typically, directory architectures provide basic

write access but optimized read access. Generally,

directory users need to find and consume data more

quickly than they need to update it. By using and

customizing indexing, you can deploy eDirectory

with highly searchable data and ensure that you 

can perform rapid lookups and search operations.

In traditional databases (such as those provided

by Oracle) index keys increase performance for

reads and writes. Few directories provide indexing

of critical attributes, let alone customizable user

attributes. Of todayÕs deployable directories, few

match Novell eDirectoryÕs index customization. 

Security

eDirectory meets the security requirements of a

full service directory through a number of superior

security features. eDirectory security lets an

organization designate who can access is directory

tree and the exact level of access an individual

user has once he or she is authenticated. 

eDirectory supports a number of secure

authentication methods including Novell

International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI),

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encrypted passwords,

RSA* private key/public key encryption, Secure

Authentication Services (SAS), smart cards and

X.509v3 certificates. Authentication access in

eDirectory can be anonymous or user-specific.

eDirectory lets administrators establish rules

and grant rights to users to provide different

levels of access to corporate information.

eDirectory uses Access Control Lists to control

access to directory objects. These ACLs are

composed of access control entries (ACEs) that

dictate the rights of an object. 

Once a user provides the proper credentials 

to authenticate to your directory tree, eDirectory

qualifies the user based on the userÕs authenti-

cated identity. This qualification determines the

extent of access the user has to resources on the

network. eDirectory then dynamically enforces

the authority that a user has by dynamically

checking a userÕs rights each time the user

requests access to a resource. This ensures that 

a userÕs access is based on the most up-to-date

information available. 

eDirectory also includes auditing services that

let you monitor and record usersÕ access to your

network. This lets administrators track eDirectory

activity to ensure accuracy and to ensure that the

organization can quickly correct any mistakes or

security breaches. 

Cross-platform Support

A full service directory must span multiple

network environments. The directory should let

you manage users and resources on all major
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operating system platforms. This means that

replicas must span multiple platforms. It also

means that users must be able to access resources

across platforms without discerning which

platform they are using. 

eDirectory provides all of these capabilities for:

¥ Windows NT*;

¥ Windows 2000;

¥ Linux;

¥ Solaris*;

¥ IBM AIX*;

¥ CompaqÕs True64*; and

¥ NetWare

Supporting Multiple Platforms

Novell achieves cross-platform support by using

common eDirectory code across all supported

platforms. This code interfaces with a portability

layer (originally called DHOST or Directory Hosting

Module). Novell only needs to port this common

code from platform to platform, rather than

undergo the complex task of porting eDirectory 

in its entirety. Supporting a new platform is 

simply a matter of porting the portability layer,

then re-compiling and testing the common code.

As a result, itÕs much easier for Novell to run

eDirectory on multiple platforms than it is for many

other vendors to accomplish similar directory ports.

eDirectoryÕs cross-platform support also extends

to eDirectory management tools. For example,

Novell has written the eDirectory management

console, ConsoleOne, in 100 percent pure Java. 

This lets ConsoleOne run on NetWare, Windows 

(NT, Win98, Windows 2000), Solaris, and Linux. 

Deploying eDirectory on Multiple Platforms

With eDirectoryÕs cross-platform support, you can

fully deploy and manage eDirectory on all key

network platforms in your enterprise. This is an

important benefit since corporate enterprises are,

by their nature, heterogeneous.

By relying on eDirectoryÕs cross-platform

support, you can deploy all the capabilities of

eDirectory on the platform of your choice. 

Unlike other directory choices, you do not need

to deploy or maintain yet another platform;

instead you can deploy eDirectory on your

existing network platforms.

Though other competing directories (such as

those offered from iPlanet, Oracle and OpenLDAP)

support multiple platforms, only eDirectory

provides all of the features of a full service

directory on all major platforms.

Meta-Directory Services Support

It is an undisputed fact that a number of

applications and services do not require all of 

the characteristics of a full-service directory. 

For example, consider an enterprise resource

planning (ERP) application. An ERP application

needs a directory for user authentication yet

requires a relational database (such as that

offered by Oracle) to manage ERP-specific data. 

Although some applications do not require a full

service directory to operate, it still makes sense

to integrate these applications with eDirectory.

This integration reduces the overall costs of

managing company databases and opens the door

for additional cost saving through functions such
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as user provisioning. This integration of all

company database and directories into a single

authoritative directory results in what is known 

as a meta-directory.

Novell DirXMLª

DirXML is NovellÕs solution for providing meta-

directory functionality. DirXML complements

eDirectory by letting other directories and

databases feed data into and retrieve data from

eDirectory. This creates consistency in common

profile data across disparate systems. DirXML

accomplishes this with very little programming,

yet with a high degree of flexibility and reliability.

DirXML consists of two key components:

¥ Connectors, called DirXML Drivers, which let

DirXML communicate with an external system.

Examples include iPlanet Directory, Lotus

Notes*, Microsoft Exchange, PeopleSoft, and

Oracle databases. Although DirXML includes

drivers for many different applications, the

DirXML DeveloperÕs Kit allows you to build

custom drivers as necessary.

¥ Business rules written in a standard formatÑ

eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transforma-

tions, or XSLT describe the ÒrulesÓ that the

integration driver uses to transform data 

into and out of eDirectory

Using DirXML, you can bind multiple

directories together for data sharing and

synchronization, whether the directories reside

within the enterprise or across the firewall at

partner facilities. You can do this with eDirectory

as the authoritative source or have eDirectory

simply serve as the message switch between

directories. By using XLST to write business rules

for data, you can establish any directory (such as

an e-mail or human resources database) as an

authoritative data source at the attribute level.

DirXML reliably transports and updates directory-

oriented data between multiple applications. 

It does so based on an organizationÕs unique

business rules. (For more information on how

DirXML works, see the DirXML Technical White

Paper at http://www.novell.com/info/

collateral/docs/4621135.01/4621135.pdf)

Reducing the Costs of Managing Identities

Many applications in the enterprise store similar

data, such as user identities. Maintaining the

same identity in multiple applications sharply

increases the cost and time required to manage

company databases. DirXML reduces deployment

and maintenance costs by eliminating the need 

to manage this redundant data. (For more

information on the cost-saving benefits of 

DirXML, see the DirXML Business White Paper at

http://www.novell.com/products/nds/dirxml/

dirxml_biz_wp.pdf)

Although several eDirectory competitors

provide adequate meta-directory functionality,

DirXML offers the most complete and customizable

solution, with the flexibility to connect to any

application, database, or directory. 

U S I N G  A  D I R E C TO RY  S E RV I C E

Now that you have a solid understanding of what

a directory is, and specifically what eDirectory

does, it is important to look at the value
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eDirectory can provide to your organization over

traditional directory technology. 

Often times when you look at a directory as

merely a place to store corporate e-mail addresses

and extensions, you overlook a whole range of

cost-reducing opportunities. 

eDirectory supports several technologies and

capabilities that foster a new class of applications.

These applications leverage the core competencies

in eDirectory, such as hierarchical policy manage-

ment, distribution, and replication.

Leveraging Hierarchy in a Full Service
Directory

Many directories such as Active Directory and

iPlanet treat hierarchy as a semantic necessary 

for the directory. In reality, people tend to organize

in hierarchies and like to deploy directories and

work with directories in a manner that reflects

the way they live and work. 

NovellÕs eDirectory uses hierarchy to decide

where parts of the directory will be deployed

through replication. Although a single-container

directory can be deployed (and in small organiza-

tions, or Internet-faced enterprises, usually is),

larger organizations can split the directory into

geographical and organizational hierarchies that

leverage the way the organization functions.

Thus, administrators place users at the Atlanta

airport in the Atlanta container, and the Atlanta

container is stored on a directory server physically

located in Atlanta. Depending on the organizationÕs

particular needs, it might place another copy

(replica) of this container in another geographical

location. eDirectory provides the flexibility to let

an organization deploy the directory as close as

possible to the people using it. This provides

faster access times, reduced bandwidth costs, 

and greater reliability. 

Policy Deployment and Enforcement

Leveraging hierarchy is an important part 

of taking advantage of a full service directory.

Using eDirectory in this way allows management of

users and services based on inference. Where you

exist, and who you are in the directory, will decide

what services or access you may have. 

For example, assume a directory-enabled

company hires you to work in their Newport Beach,

California office. On your first day of employment,

you have access to the local printer, the main 

door, the fax, and other resources in the building.

Because you are located in the Newport Beach

office, you should have access to those resources

and not the resources in Provo, Utah. Now assume

that you are relocated to the Boston office. 

You surrender your keys (access) to the Newport

Beach office and get a new set of keys for Boston.

Logically, it makes sense that you should now have

access to Boston resources and no longer have

access to Newport Beach resources.

eDirectory models this real-world scenario by

letting you to grant access to users or objects into 

a particular area of the tree based on location.

eDirectory lets you move users between areas of 

the tree with a simple drag and drop operation.

When you move the object, eDirectory will auto-

matically update the necessary references in the

directory to reconcile the userÕs new location.

Three things determine the userÕs new access rights:
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1. Where the user exists in the tree. Rights

granted to a container object in the tree

(such as .ATL.AM.Airports.DigitalAirlines) will

automatically be inherited by the users in

that container and any containers below.

2. To what groups the user belongs. Users

automatically obtain the rights of the groups

of which they are members.

3. What rights the user has been granted

individually.

The elegance of granting rights at container

levels for users and resources in eDirectory trees,

is that by changing the userÕs location in the

directory, you have changed what that user can

and cannot do. In essence, by putting the rules 

of access in the directory, you only have to

manage exceptions to the rule. The term for this 

is management by exception. Management by

exception greatly reduces administrative workload. 

Application Integration

The ability to integrate different transactional

systems has been a highly pursued area of

Information Technology in recent years. 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) has provided 

a solution to integrate business data such as

financial information, between applications, 

but it has not proven to be cost effective.

Organizations are now pursuing this same level

of integration of user identities between various

enterprise systems such as employee resource

planning (ERP), customer resource planning (CRM),

supply chain-management, and e-commerce

applications. A major challenge to integrating

identities across these applications is to allow a

user to leverage a single identity. 

As a full-service directory, eDirectory provides

a common identity infrastructure for enterprise

applications across many different platforms 

and protocols. Additionally, with eDirectory you

can leverage user information created in one

authoritative system (such as a PeopleSoft or SAP

HR system), to provision other systems within 

the enterprise (such as e-mail, or building access

systems). eDirectory allows you to do this while

still following each systemÕs provisioning guidelines

for attributes such as user name conventions 

and passwords lengths. 

By providing a common identity infrastructure,

eDirectory significantly reduces the administrative

effort and costs required to maintain applications.  

Support for Mobile Users

In todayÕs workforce, people need to accomplish

their work anytime, from anywhere. Many of todayÕs

systems are designed for a static workforce. 

This makes it difficult for traveling users to access

the information they need to get their job done.

To work efficiently, mobile users need to access

network resources equally well from their office,

their home, or their hotel room. 

With eDirectoryÕs inherent distributed nature,

you can provide mobile users with global access 

to network resources. With a single identity,

mobile users can access network resources and

applications, provision their desktops, and access

and use company information at any time, 

from wherever they are. 
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Immediate Time-To-Work

With todayÕs complex technologies, it is

increasingly difficult to integrate the various

systems in an enterprise. A solution designed 

to provide a high level of service for payroll, 

may have little or no interaction with the rest of

a businessÕ complex systems. Thus, organizations

trade one problem for another; they gain increased

efficiencies over yesterdayÕs simple applications,

yet they pay the price of increased cost of

ownership in terms of management and more

complex user interaction. 

One of the emerging roles of eDirectory is to act

as a facilitator or arbitrator of the various complex

systems across an enterprise. By adding capabilities

such as user provisioning across multiple enterprise

applications, single sign-on and mobile user support

capabilities, eDirectory can recapture some or all of

the efficiency lost by implementing point-specific

enterprise applications. 

A good example of this is NovellÕs eDirectory-

integrated solution called Zero-Day Start. The goal

of Zero Day Start is to reduce the amount time 

it takes for a new employee to be productive.

Although new employees may have the skills or

experience to begin work immediately, the corporate

infrastructure of most companies precludes this. 

It may take up to a week or more for the e-mail,

network, human resources, and other systems to

be aware of the new employee. With Zero Day

Start, which is built upon directory technologies

such as eDirectory and DirXML, an employee can

be productive from the first day of employment. 

Just as important is the ability to immediately

remove a terminated employee from all of the

companyÕs systems. This ability is provided through

NovellÕs Zero Day Stop. Zero Day Stop reduces the

possibility of a former employee accessing

corporate information. 

Automatic Provisioning of Infrastructure
Devices 

Traditionally, configuration of infrastructure

devices such as routers, servers and workstations,

required significant IT resources. IT staff had to

provision each device manually based on certain,

company-specific criteria. 

eDirectory allows you to automatically

provision infrastructure devices based on your

company policy. Policy-based management of

infrastructure devices results in more efficient

use of company resources and reduced IT 

staffing costs.

E X A M P L E S  O F  VA L U E  D E L I V E R E D  

B Y  e D I R E C TO RY

eDirectory has been used in production for over

eight years, as a result, there are a number of

Novell and non-Novell solutions that integrate 

with eDirectory. From simple address book

synchronization to complete dependency on

eDirectory, Novell has a number of small business

and enterprise solutions based on eDirectory. 

Desktop Management

NovellÕs ZENworks has been a huge force in

reducing cost-of-ownership for many NetWare and

non-NetWare systems alike. ZENworks provides

several network management functions that all
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fully leverage eDirectory. These management

functions include:

¥ Desktop policy support using Microsoft built-in

policy systems;

¥ Application distribution;

¥ Application Management;

¥ Desktop self-healing;

¥ Remote Control; and

¥ Application and desktop inventory

You can use ZENworks to create policies in

eDirectory that govern what applications users

and workstations should have access to as well 

as their proper configurations. If an application is

corrupted, or is no longer functioning correctly,

ZENworks has a self-healing feature that ensures

that the application can be checked for integrity

and fixed if necessary.

By placing policy information in eDirectory,

ZENworks lets you deploy application and desktop

configurations. You can utilize the hierarchy of

eDirectory to deploy application and desktop

configurations for an entire network by placing 

the policy assignment high in the tree. Placing

policies lower in the tree allows the governing 

of workstations and desktops at a department or

local level. Assigning policies at the group and user

level allow policies that follow the user no matter

where the user is moved in the organization.

C R O S S  P L AT F O R M  A C C O U N T  S E RV I C E S

Novell Account Management (NAM) is a popular

component of eDirectory that has been available

for some time. The overall objective of NAM is to

give companies the capability to centrally manage

user accounts across multiple platforms from

eDirectory. NAM does not require that eDirectory

reside on those other platforms. Instead, it

integrates user accounts that are normally stored

in multiple platform security systems across your

network into eDirectory. This lets you create a

user, change passwords, change security elements,

and other information from a single, common

directory view. 

The following operating systems can be inte-

grated with eDirectory for account management:

¥ Windows NT;

¥ Windows 2000;

¥ Solaris; and

¥ Linux

Novell Account Management for Windows NT

To integrate Windows NT accounts with eDirectory,

Novell Account Management for Windows NT

replaces the Windows NT 3.51 and 4.0 Service

Account Manager (SAM) database with a redirector.

This redirector directs Windows NT to look to

eDirectory for user information instead of the SAM.

The result is that user information for both systems

exists in only one physical locationÑeDirectory.

This not only reduces the management burden

from two systems to one, but it also extends the

benefits of eDirectory (replication, fault-tolerance,

scalability) to the Windows NT environment. 

Novell Account Management for 
Windows 2000

Novell provides the same level of account

management for Windows 2000 it provides for

Windows NT. However, since Microsoft altered its
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approach to user management and authentication

with the introduction of Windows 2000, Novell no

longer uses redirection to provide user account

management services for Windows 2000.

The Novell Account Management for 

Windows 2000 uses NovellÕs DirXML technology 

to synchronize Active Directory with eDirectory.

This technology lets you create and manage users

in both Active Directory and eDirectory. The NAM

for Windows 2000 seamlessly synchronizes changes

to both directories. 

Novell Account Management for Solaris 
and Linux

UNIX and Linux systems provide standard Pluggable

Authentication Module (PAM) APIs that let an

external directory to be used to authenticate users

to the system. The Novell Account Management for

Solaris and Linux leverage these APIs to allow user

authentication through eDirectory. Once again, 

this reduces the cost of managing these directories

because user identity information is managed and

consumed in only one placeÑeDirectory. 

Customized Portals

There are several portals on the market today

that let you rapidly deploy corporate and Internet-

facing Web services. While many of these portals

allow rapid customization of Web services, all of

these products need identity and configuration

management. NovellÕs Portal Services allow the

same level of customization as other products

with the added benefit of leveraging eDirectory

for customization and deployment of custom

portal services. Although Novell designed Portal

Services to operate with all LDAP-accessible

directory services, eDirectory provides the most

scalability and flexibility when used with Portal

Services, because it is a full service directory.

Portal Services allows inherent customization

of the user experience by placing rules in

eDirectoryÑat the container, group or individual-

user level. A userÕs experience is an aggregation 

of who they are, where their object is located,

and the groups to which they belong. 

Corporate White Pages

Although white pages are common across many

directory services, a directory integrated tightly

with many other corporate functions becomes

extremely valuable. Using technologies from

Novell, eDirectory can aggregate authoritative

source information about people and things within

an organization. For example, if you change a

userÕs information in a human resources database

linked to DirXML, that change only needs to be

entered once across all systems linked to DirXML.

DirXML can then propagate the change to all

relevant databases and directories. This makes

your corporate white pages directory just as

accurate as your human resources database.

Novell provides a tool for publishing an

eDirectory-based white pages directory. This tool,

Novell eGuide, is available from a browser once

deployed. eGuide also allows for flexible customi-

zation of what content is published as well as

what content users can view about each other.
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C O N C L U S I O N

The value of a full service directory is measured

by the content stored in it, the number of

relationships it manages, and the new applications

that result. NovellÕs eDirectory not only provides

value in how it stores and manages directory data,

it also leverages that data to provide solutions

that organizations can only be realize through a

full service directory. 

NovellÕs years of experience and expertise has

made eDirectory the market leader in directory

services. As the most mature and widely used

directory available, you can feel confident that

your data is safe and secure. 

eDirectory is the only stand-alone, cross

platform LDAP directory service that provides a

secure foundation for deploying your e-business.

Novell eDirectory lets you confidently extend 

the reach of your existing infrastructure to your

employees, customers, and supply-chain partners,

giving you complete control of all your critical 

e-business processes.
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